Short and long range order in basement membrane type IV collagen revealed by enzymic and chemical extraction.
Oriented bovine lens capsules give X-ray diffraction patterns suggesting a considerable degree of order in the collagenous components, predominantly type IV collagen. Here we report the effects of preliminary treatment of lens capsules before orientation. Extraction with 4 M guanidinium hydrochloride or with heparinase/hyaluronidase reveals the same collagenous diffraction patterns previously seen after extraction with 1 M NaCl. There is a four-point pattern of d-spacing 3.9 nm, indicating liquid crystal cybotactic nematic organization, along with sharp streaked meridional reflections which index as orders of 21 nm. This suggests that the removal of basement membrane proteoglycans results in a reduction in diffuse scatter and clarification of the pattern. Extraction of the lens capsules with trypsin or dithiothreitol greatly reduces the intensity of the four-point pattern while leaving the meridional pattern unaffected. This strengthens the evidence that the 21 nm period has its origins in the collagen IV helix. Reduction in the four-point pattern could arise if disruption of non-helical NC1 domains or 7S overlap regions allows slippage of the collagen molecules on orientation, weakening the proposed 1 nm intermolecular stagger. Ultra-low angle diffraction patterns of extracted lens capsules show meridional reflections which index as a long-range axial repeat of approximately 95 nm. This is consistent with a model of microfibrils of type IV collagen in which the NC1 domains bind to the collagen helix at approximately 100 nm intervals, as has been previously suggested.